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1 According to quar{um theory the energy

E of a photon of fiequency v is given by

E : hv, where ft is Planck's constant'

\Ylrat is the dimensional formula af h?

(A) MLZT-2

(B) ML2T I

(c) AI{L2T

(D) ML2T2

2. The given dimensional formula
74 1fi7"2 is true for which one of the

lbllowing?

(A) Torque

(B) Surlbce tensiolt

(C) Graritationsl .,r'1ls'l:'11-]i

(D) \one oi tire :i-' ;

3. A force F is rilr;>:r.'; - -.

2l +3i *6rt . the rt,iixiuJe c. the torce

is

(A) 5 units

(B) 11 units

(C) 7 units

(D) 9 units

4. A car changes its speed tiom 18 km/h to

54 kryh in 5 s. What is its (assumed

constant) acceleration?

(A) 3ms2

(B) 2ms 2

(C) 4ms 2

(D) 5ms2
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5. The initial velocity of a particle is

; =(+i +37=)ms-1. is moving

accelerationwith ur-riform

a = {a.+i+0.3i)ms-2. The magnitude

of its velocity aller 10 s is

(A) 3ms 1

(B) 4 ms-1

(C) 5 ms-l

(D) 10 ms-l

A 0.1 kg bullet acquires a sPeed of
840 ms-l in a grm barrel 1.5 m hng" The

arerage ttrrce erertai r-rn the h.r-irel 5

6.

7

'-'l-,.,

,Bt 1O8U\

(c) 22s20 N

(D) 23s20 N

A constant

dispiaces a

force F:(zi +:7-)N

body from position

r, = {+i -st-)* $ i, --(7 +:7=)m The

work done by the force is

(A) 22 J

(B) 2a J

(c) 18.I

(D) 16 J

(2)
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A car of masr " -' ,- ., .: : -';, t :

stopped Ln ., -
betueen -,
K.E,'.
dist,r : .

I

molnent oi mertie r, 1 r : -* -:-'-. -

of mass M and radius ft about m axis

2---.
through its centre is 5*O'. The

moment of inertia about an axis
tangential to the surface of the sphere
u,ill be

4(A) ;) MR2

LIR2

6
-
5

Z
5

MR

h,IR

(B)

(c)

(D)

2

2

10 If both the mass and radius of the earth
decreases by lYo, the value of the
acceleration due to gravity will
(A) decrease by 1%

(B) increase by 1%

(C) increase by 2Yo

(D) remain unchanged

The escape velocity of the earth is
11.2 kms-l. For a planet whose mass and
radius are twice those of the earth. the
escape r,eiocit,v will be

(.\) -14.8 kms-1

(B) 22.,1 kms I

(C) 1i.2 kms I

(D) 2.8 kms-1
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12. The radius of the earth is R and g is the
acceleration due to gravity on its surfaoe.
What should be the angular speed of the
earth so that the bodies lying on the
equator may appear weightless?

13. Two satellites of masses 3M and M orbit
the earth in circular orbits of radius r
and 3r respectively. The ratio of their
speed is

(A) 1 :1

(B) 
""J:t

(C) 3:1
(D) 9 :1

The dimensional formula of the
coefiicient of viscosity q is
(A) ML 2T 1

(B) ML-IT I

(c) tPr2r 1

(D) *Pu2
What is the dimensional formula of
stress?

(A) MLTl
(B) A,IL-IT-r

(c) a,IL-171

(D) MLIT -1
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15.
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16. Water rises to a height h n a capillary
tube hoid vertically in a beaker

containing water. If the capillary tube is
inclined at an angle of 30" r*ith the water

surface, the height to which *-ater rises

will be

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

i7 . If I, represents the pe:,i ; ,r - .: I -" :

(A) Tr2 orl

(B) Tr2 nrl

(C) Tr3 *rf
(D) Tr'nt
If I is the Lagrangian ofthe system, then

which of the following statements is

true ?

(A) L:T*V
(B) 1:f+2V
(c) L:T-Y
(D) L:27-Y
If o, p and y are the coeflicients of linear

expansion, coefficients of area expansion

and coefficients of volume expansion

respectively, they are related bY

(A) y:3$:2u
(B) y:2$:3u
(C) y : 2a:4F
(D) y:3a:4F

h

2

h

2h----
{-r

2h

18.

19.
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20. When a metallic bar is heated from OoC

to 100"C, its length increases by 0.05%.

What is the coefficient of linear

expansion of the metal?
(A) 5x10-3 "C
(B) 5x10-4 oC

(c) 5x10-s "c
(D) 5x10{ oC

ll- The average kinetic energy of a molecule
of a gas at absolute temperature 7 is

proportional to

T(A) i
(g) ,fr

120K, the root
the gas molecule is v,. at 480

will be

(A) 4rt
(B) 2or
(C) vrl2
(D) vrl4

23. The dimension of the coefficient of
thermal conductivitY is
(A) 161-172Y-r
(B) uPr-3x-t
(c) y-ryr7-ty-r
(D) MLTlK-r

24. When two moles of oxygen is heated

from 0 "C to 10 "C at constant volume,

its intemal energy changes 420 J. The

molar specffic heat of oxygen at constant

volume will be

(A) 5.75 JK-rmol-1
(B) 10.5 JK-lmol-1
(C) 2l [K-lmol -l
(D) 42flK-lmol -l

(4)
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25 A Carnot's i-.---; ' -- r t,;. '";;1
27'C and 1l- '. .. - ';-.
The work r -: -

(A) 1i

rB:
,t

\\:;: " :iaire traveis in medium, the
.Jisr,.,;ement of the particles is given by

.' = r 01slrrl2n(2t- 0.01x)1, where x and
1 are in metre and r in second. The
frequency of the wave rvill be

(A) 4 Hz

(B) 3 Hz

(C) 2 Hz

(D) 7 Hz

Which of the foilowing represents
Heisenberg's uncertainty relation?

27

(A) L ,LP, >

(B) A,A,p*>2h

(C) A,,A,p*> 4h

(D) A, *A,p*>3ft

28. The time dependent wave function of a
particle has to be

(A) real

(B) imaginary

(C) complex

(D) square integrable
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19 For trr,,o operators A and B

A- and B:

u'hat w'ill be the value of (AB)t ?

-t
(A)

01
10

0-i
,0

t:
(r

Io

0

-i
lt
Io

(D)

o)
.lt)0

(B)

(c)

30. An electron of rest mass 9.1*1tr3lkg is

moving with a speed 0.99c. Its total
energy will be

(A) 6.81x10 13 J

(B) 5.81x10*13 J

(C) 4.81x10-13 J

(D) 3.81 x 10-i 3 J

31. A person with defective eyesight is

unable to see objects clearly nearer to
1.5 m. He wants to read a book placed at
a distance of 30 cm from his eyes. The
power of the lens he requires for his
spectacles wili be

(A) + 2.67 D

(B) -2.67 D

(c) + 2.s D

(D) - 2.s D

1)

o)

oj
1)

(s)

r--
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34.

35.

A telescope has an obiective of focal
length 100 cm and an eyepiece of focal
length 5 cm. What is the magnifuing
power of the telescope when it is in
normal adjustment?

(A) a.2

(B) 2.0

(c) 20

(D) 20a

When a ray of lfuht is incident on a glass
slab at an angle of 60", the angle betrr-een
the reflected and refracted rals is 90'.
The refractive index of glass is

(A) l.s
(B) J'
(c) .,6

(D) 2.0

The electric potential Z (in volt) varies
with x (in metre) according to the
relation V: 5 * 4x2, the force
experienced by a negative charge of
2xt0a C located at .;r:0.5 m is

(A) 2"10-6 N
(B) 4x10-6 N
(C) 6x10-6 N
(D) 8x10 6 N

A charge q is gir,en to a hollow, metallic
sphere of radius R. The electric potential
at the surface of the sphere is

(A) zero

(B)
4ne,, R

(c) 1q
4rce6 ft2

36. A heater draws a cuffent of 2 A when
connected to a250 V source. The rate of
energy dissipation is

(A) s00 w
(B) 1000 w
ic) 125 W
,lr 150 W

' - I : --.r'r-s each of 100 W are used daily
: . t,.,:- one nronth of 30 days"

-l

l

-t'
...,-

,l8. -\ buih rated at i i li,r rrt' -:: ',, 
:

connected to a 110 V d.c. source. The
cuffent in the bulb will be nearly

(A) 0.46 A
(B) 0.e2 A
(c) 0.23 A
(D) 0.11 A

39. The peak voltage of an AC is 100 volt.
The RMS l.oltage is

(A) 5oJ-2v

(B) 50 v
(c) looJ-rv
(D) 100 v

44. A metal whose work function is 3.31 e\'
is illuminated by light of vnavelength
3x10 7 m What is the tlueshold
frequency for the photoelectris emission?

(A) 0.8x 1}ts tsIz

(B) 1.0 lol5Hz
rCi :.-+ Ir'l'P,,
rDt :l l0l:Hz

1 q

q

R
4nx..,(D)
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/-(A) a
(B) )-

iD -,
42. Tne -. :-::i-r.n energy of hydrogen atom

Ls , -1 r :\". \\hat is the ionization energy

41. The de Br;: .- ,: - - -. ,i, ql- 'C is
2i. \\'hat ui,,;. . .- - -1.-,i, it 17'C ?

rri .,,a rei[rnt atom'l
1 -{ I -1.'1 eV
tB t 13.6 eV
{C ) 54.4 eV

{D) 108.8 eV
43. In the equation

' 
A(T + ,He4 ->,, p3o + X

the correct symbol of X is
rAr -0\^i lr
(B) rHi
(C) zHr4
(D) anl

44. If M be the mass of a nucleus and ,4 its
atomic rmss. the packing {iaction is

hI. A

M+A
M-A

M

M_A
A

M+A
M_A

In a germanium crystal, the valence and
onduction bands are separated by a
forbidden band of energy
(A) 0.074 eV
(B) O.74 eY
(C) 7.4 eV
(D) 74 eV

46. Which of the following gates serves as

the builcling blocks of digital circuits?

(A) OR and NAND gates

(B) AND and NOT gates

(C) OR and NOT gates

(D) NAND and NOR gates

47. In a NOT gate, if the input signal is 0,
the output signal is

(A) 0

(B) either 0 or 1

(c) 1

(D) both 0 and i
48. A TV tower has a height of 50 m. The

maxirnum distance up to which TV
transmission can be received is
approximately equai to (radius of earth
: 6.4x106 rn)

(A) 5.5 km

(B) 2s.3 km

(C) 100 km

(D) 250 km

49. In the fax and e-mail, the information
signal is in the form of
(A) analog signal

(B) digital signal

(C) both analog and digital signals

(D) neither analog nor digital signals

50. The process of superposition of audio
signal on a high frequency carrier wave
is called

(A) dernodulation

(B) communication

(C) modulation

(D) mixed modulation.

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(7)
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